
March 28, 2021 
Dear team leaders, 
 
Sending this update to the tune of cold spring rain that will likely turn to flurries by tonight – 
which is okay because it’s exactly what the soil and trees need right now. I hope that you are 
staying well and feeling some of the earth’s spring energy starting to flow. 
 
There are plenty of actions on the go and I continue to be inspired by how far you are able to 
reach and make an impact. Please contact me whenever you could use some support for an 
event, action, or idea your team is considering: I’m here to help think through, plan, and 
amplify the work of teams across the network.  
 
1. Parent voices in the House 

For those of you not following on Slack, Bill C-12 (Canada’s Net Zero Emissions Accountability Act) 
was debated briefly in the House of Commons, and the key messages that teams in the FOK and 
Mères au Front networks have been sharing with MPs and Standing Committee members were 
definitely voiced in the debate. All the work you’re doing to set up, prep for, and follow up on those 
meetings is paying off! 
Please see the #weeklysummaries channel on Slack for more updates on the status of the Bill – the 
timeline is still not entirely clear but becoming more urgent.  
The Bill C-12 action page on the FOK website has been updated as well, and you can continue to 
direct people there for info and guidance on how they can contact their own MPs. Honestly, the 
videos by FOK team leaders are some of the best out there. Way to go! 

 
2. Say what? 

If you couldn’t believe that a resolution acknowledging that climate change is real did not pass at 
the recent CPC convention, you’re not alone. FOK teams have been discussing whether to follow up, 
and if so, how to follow up without making this a partisan issue that distracts from Bill C-12 and 
other work currently on the federal agenda. If you’re interested in this discussion, see the #bill C-12 
actions channel in Slack.  

 
3. Action against bank inaction 

The collaborative effort of which FOK is a part, along with Climate Pledge Collective and others, 
continues to build from the Jan. 29 day of divestment action. The coalition has put together a new 
set of resources that can be used to contact your bank directly and on social media – these are 
specifically in response to the annual report on banks and the climate crisis which was released this 
week. The report shows Canada’s top five banks continue to be among the world’s top backers of 
fossil fuels: RBC, TD and Scotiabank are in the top 12; RBC ranks fifth globally. 
Both RBC and BMO announced their net-zero commitments in March; both are weak in terms of 
divesting and withdrawing support for fossil fuel projects. So while the pressure continues to build 
from the grassroots and from national and international authorities on investment, the banks are 
not yet changing their tune. 

 
4. Support for Bill C-230: National Strategy to Redress Environmental Racism Act  

You may have seen this raised on the Team Leaders’ FB page. The bill passed second reading – a 
significant step for a private member’s bill – and is now at the Standing Committee for the 
Environment for review. The committee hasn’t yet opened up calls for submissions, but if you are 
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interested in learning more about this bill, and thinking about ways to support it, we can facilitate 
that discussion. Here's more info, from the FOK Ottawa-Gatineau team.  

 
5. MP town halls: May 17-19 

This has also been on the Team Leaders’ FB page and in Slack, but in case you missed it: GreenPac is 
organizing town halls as part of its Every Day Advocates program, and they have reached out to FOK 
to ask if any teams in the network are interested in participating. You can join their network at the 
link above, or, if you’d rather not join another network but would like to be part of a town hall in 
your area, you can connect with Eseohe Ojo at e.ojo@greenpac.ca.  
If you are participating in hosting a town hall, let me know so we can amplify and support. 
Ese also forwarded this ask specifically to those of you who hosted one of the Green & Just Recovery 
town halls last year:   
To follow up on your offer to have organizers share experiences and advice to encourage others and 
build their confidence, we are hoping to organize a training session on Organizing a High Impact 
Town Hall for April 7th, 12-1pm EST. I’m wondering if you or anyone in the network would have the 
time to join this and share some insights from your efforts with our organizers - tools, strategies, tips, 
tricks and things to be aware of/plan for - stuff like that. It would be great to have your help with 
speaking to organizers. 
Again, if you’re interested in being part of this session on April 7th, please let Ese know, and copy me 
as well. Thanks! 
 

6. Show me the money! 
Reminder that FOK is launching a Small Grants program to provide up to $250/team/year! Let me 
know if you have an idea you’d like to pursue. 

 
7. On the lighter side … 

Loving Amber’s idea of capturing the straight-talking humourous side of parent activism! Please 
send your photos and meme ideas to her at amer@forourkids.ca (or on Slack). Really looking 
forward to seeing these!   

 
8. Regional actions 

Stand up for the Land: FOK teams across Ontario are joining in a collaborative attempt to 
counteract provincial government’s actions that are bulldozing (literally) natural habitats and 
farmland in favour of rapid urban expansion, highways, and commercial development. So far we’re 
collaborating via Slack but a webpage will be up soon. If you’re in Ontario and want to be part of this 
collective action, please let me know. 
Protect the Old Growth Forest: BC teams are getting together on this campaign and FOK North 
Shore hosted an info session last week that sparked a lot of interest. You can connect with them 
through the Team Leaders’ FB page, on Slack, or at foknorthvancouver@gmail.com   

 
Also in the works are plans for a very cool Mother’s Day action led by one of the newest FOK teams, an 
April action of the month that will continue to support the ongoing campaigns everyone is working on, a 
different approach to April’s team leaders’ meeting, and more – I feel like this is enough for today, 
though.  
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Before closing off, sending a warm welcome to new team leaders who have recently joined the FOK 
network: Jenny & Jenna (Guelph), Daphne & Kathleen (MOBH), Ellen & Holly (Cowichan), and Amy, who 
is taking over the Saskatchewan team from Nikko, who has relocated to BC. It’s great to have you on this 
journey with us!  
 
Take care, all. 
Lella 
 


